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 The aim for this Thesis Project is to determine how Dance is portrayed on mainstream 
movies and television, and how those movies and television shows are perceived by dancers and 
non-dancers alike. For this project, I took a three-part approach, so as to make sure that this idea 
was analyzed from as many angles as possible. The first part was to do background research, 
using articles found through the Loyola Marymount University Library Databases from the last 
five years, to make sure that the research was as current and relevant as possible. The second part 
of the study was to create a survey that would gauge how dancers and non-dancers perceived 
these dance television shows, and also their level of frequency of viewing the shows. The third 
part of the project was to interview So You Think You Can Dance Season 7 winner, Lauren 
Froderman. As someone who has been on a mainstream dance television show, but is also a 
trained dancer, her perspective on being on the show but also working in the dance world seemed 
vital to include in my study. With this study, I have come to conclude that dance in movies and 
television is a kind of double-edged sword. While the exposure of dance to millions of viewers is 
beneficial, the way dance is presented in television and movies can be limiting based on what is 
shown. 
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PART 1: BACKGROUND RESEARCH AND ARTICLES 
 Finding articles for this Thesis was not as easy as I had originally thought it would be. It 
took many weeks for me to narrow down my searches and search terms to where I was finding 
the types of articles I needed. For the criteria of articles, I chose articles written in the last five 
years so that they are relevant and current, but also kept to articles from dance journals or 
academic publications, so that they were more verified and accredited instead of being simply 
opinion pieces. After reading over twenty articles, I narrowed down my final articles to nine. 
These nine articles felt the most relevant to my study and provided the best support for this 
project. These articles were all vastly different, so it is important to analyze each one separately, 
but to also compare and contrast them to each other. 
 The first article I examined was by Marita K. Cardinal, titled, “Deciphering Dance in 
Reality Television: The Good, the Questionable, and the Unconscionable,” written in 2013. 
Cardinal compares and contrasts Dancing with the Stars and So You Think You Can Dance. The 
similarities between the two shows include: a public audience voting process, judges from the 
dance world commenting on the contestant’s progress and performance, a competitive premise—
though this can be damaging to the audience’s perspective of dance because it creates the false 
notion that dance must be competitive to be good or worthy to be on television—and lastly both 
shows both have male-female pairings. The main difference Cardinal noted was that Dancing 
with the Stars utilizes celebrities from various sectors of public life with little to no dance 
training to perform ballroom numbers, whereas So You Think You Can Dance uses skilled and 
trained dancers from various genres of dance to perform a variety of choreography. Overall, 
Cardinal feels dance on television can be beneficial, “Highlighting dance in reality-TV programs 
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promotes the popularity of dancing in general and may even inspire people to pursue dance 
instruction or participate in dance as a lifestyle activity.”  1
 With So You Think You Can Dance specifically, many different dance styles are 
showcased so that the audience can see how large the range of dance is and how versatile one 
dancer can be. This is a positive correlation and perspective of dance in the real world because it 
shows how dancers are pushed to their limits. Unfortunately, dancers are oftentimes injured or 
are in poor health on the show just like in the professional dance world. With So You Think You 
Can Dance, the viewer must take the authenticity of the dance genres with a grain of salt. 
Cardinal believes that they are often simply front facing, flashy, and mainly choreographed for 
entertainment value over authenticity. Overall, however, Cardinal concedes that there are positive 
aspects of the show, “Also fostering dance popularity, the dancers on SYTYCD are showcased as 
high-end athletes, which increases appreciation from people who may not fully understand the 
inherent athleticism of dance.”  This will be further explored in Part 2, which focuses on the 2
survey research portion of this thesis. 
 Looking at Dancing with the Stars, the diverse contestant pool of people from all types of 
backgrounds presents the idea that anyone can dance. Cardinal was especially impressed by how 
much the contestants learn in one week and how much they visibly improve over time. However, 
Cardinal also believes that Dancing with the Stars pushes the contestants too hard in one week, 
and that normal dance teachers would not do the same to their students. This is evidenced by the 
 Marita K Cardinal, “Deciphering Dance in Reality Television: The Good, the Questionable, and 1
the Unconscionable,” Journal of Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance 84 (2013): 7, 
accessed March 26, 2016, doi: 10.1080/07303084.2013.744915.
 Cardinal, “Deciphering Dance in Reality Television,” 7.2
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amount of injuries that appear on the show. Cardinal also felt that the judges comments are 
constructive, but sometimes too critical, especially for a group of mostly beginning dancers. A 
negative of the show, Cardinal stated, was that only learning pre-choreographed routines takes 
away from the process of learning and creating dance as a while. The show becomes boxed in 
and places more emphasis on performance and perfection rather than practice and process. Also, 
it is clear that there is gender-stereotyping on these two shows, and this unfortunately sends a 
message to dance students that partnerships must be male-female duos. With Dancing with the 
Stars specifically, the gender stereotyping shows that the male always must be the lead, which is 
inherently a part of ballroom dance, but the general audience may not understand that. 
 Cardinal was vehemently opposed to Dance Moms and how dance is portrayed on the 
show. By using the pyramid structure to pit young dancers against each other, Cardinal calls this 
an ego climate and feels that the show is unconscionable.  Further, she says that is abusive 3
physically and emotionally, shows young dancers performing sexually aggressive choreography 
with mature hair, makeup, and costumes.  
 Overall, Cardinal seemed to have mixed feelings about all of the shows and their impact 
on their general audiences. She particularly commented on the relationship between what the 
shows present and how they impact the younger generations of viewers, “Young students, 
especially, need to realize the hard work, time, and effort involved in the training process. 
Unfortunately this is why many youngsters “drop out” of dance training— because the payoff 
does not come as quickly as assumed and desired.”  As a dancer, I can understand and echo 4
 Cardinal, “Deciphering Dance in Reality Television,” 9.3
 Cardinal, “Deciphering Dance in Reality Television,” 8.4
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Cardinal’s statement because I have seen others drop out due because dancing was not as easy as 
they thought during my dance training over the years. 
 In the same publication, there was a response in a later issue to Cardinal’s article, titled, 
“In light of the January 2013 issue's editorial, do reality-television dance shows help or hurt the 
promotion of dance and quality dance education?” They respond to the high amount of 
viewership and audience that these shows reach, but also acknowledge that in recent years, 
viewership has declined. With So You Think You Can Dance the editorial gives a statistic of an 
average of 10 million viewers in 2005, and contributes this to the show’s early success. However, 
one downfall to so many viewers is that there are more opportunities for them to be told how to 
perceive the dances, as evidenced by the judge’s comments, “With the ‘reality aspect of dance 
shows, one is never sure if the judges are judging the actual quality of the dance routine or 
choosing individuals in order to keep television ratings high.”  This aspect of the authenticity of 5
the judges comments and intentions will be further explored in Part 3 of this thesis, involving 
Lauren Froderman’s interview. 
 The next article was written by Wendy Oliver, titled “The Influence of Pop Culture and 
Mass Media on Dance Education Today.” Oliver does not comment on specific shows like 
Cardinal does, but rather the relationship between pop culture and dance. Pop culture is 
expressed in dance through various mediums, based on Oliver’s definition, “Today, pop culture 
encompasses current ideas, beliefs, and events as well as products, delivered mainly through the 
media, and expressed through visual imagery, music, text, film, fashion, advertising, and dance, 
 “In light of the January 2013 issue's editorial, do reality-television dance shows help or hurt the 5
promotion of dance and quality dance education?” Journal of Physical Education, Recreation, 
and Dance 84 (2013): 58, accessed March 26, 2016, doi: 10.1080/07303084.2013.779537.
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among other things.”  Through this broad definition, Oliver shares her clearly negative view on 6
this role and influence that pop culture currently has on the dance industry, “For dance educators 
who focus on the teaching of dance as an art form, the prevalence of dance in popular culture can 
be problematic.”  Why this role is problematic, she does no specify, unfortunately. Though, 7
Cardinal would agree in the case of Dance Moms especially that pop culture’s influence on 
dance shows and dancers is problematic. 
 The fourth article examined is titled, “Pop Culture, the Media, and Dance: a Boon/Bane 
Dichotomy, by Michael R. Engel. Engel defines the “boon” as when new artistic experiences are 
created that excite young dancers. The “bane” is when these experiences hinder artistic creation 
and children’s abilities to express themselves in a broad way. To this, Engel states that, “The 
media and the marketplace have played major roles in this change from playful expressiveness to 
greater sexual or confrontational forms of expression.”  As Engel’s article focuses on younger 8
dancers, it is safe to say that the change from playful expressiveness to more sexualized 
expression in dance represents a more negative perception of the relationship between pop 
culture and dance. 
 Jesse M. Phillips-Fein’s article, “How We Dance: Helping Students Unpack the Impact of 
Dance Television Shows,” takes dance television shows into the teaching sector, analyzing them 
 Wendy Oliver, “The Influence of Pop Culture and Mass Media on Dance Education Today,” 6
Journal of Dance Education 11 (2011): 111, accessed March 26, 2016. doi: 
10.1080/15290824.2011.620536.
 Oliver, “The Influence of Pop Culture and Mass Media on Dance Education Today,” 111.7
 Michael R. Engel, “Pop Culture, the Media, and Dance: A Boon/Bane Dichotomy,” Journal of 8
Dance Education 11 (2011), 144, accessed March 26, 2016, doi: 
10.1080/15290824.2011.620543.
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in the context of what they teach young dancers about what it means to be successful. Phillips-
Fein states, “On all of the shows, either judges, audience members, or both, vote. Prize money, 
performing contracts, or both, are won as the final prize. Although this might seem a logical 
reward, it also carries the added meaning of what is desirable in our society. Students begin to 
see that what constitutes the rewards reflects cultural values of financial gain and fame.”  9
Phillips-Fein’s quote therefore means that dance television shows have lasting influence on 
societal norms, which could be both a positive and a negative attribute. However, Phillips-Fein 
thinks this influence imparts a negative trend in beliefs about dance and what is important, “They 
have identified competition, hierarchy, fairness, democratic participation (via voting), financial 
gain, and fame and notoriety as core values in our culture. Students note that competition is at 
the center of these shows. This model mirrors the competition culture of dance studios across 
America.”  Whether these shows inherently have an effect on the competition culture or the 10
shows came about because of the studio competition culture is yet to be determined, but one 
could possibly have an effect on another. 
 The next article is by Mark Broomfield, titled, “Policing Masculinity and Dance Reality 
Television: What Gender Nonconformity Can Teach Us in the Classroom.” This article 
illuminates a lot of subtle connections between dance media and society, and they are not all 
positive. First, Broomfield makes the distinction that just because something is on tv, that does 
not always mean that it is educational, “The proliferation of reality television and its attraction of 
 Jesse M. Phillips-Fein, “How We Dance: Helping Students Unpack the Impact of Dance 9
Television Shows,” Journal of Dance Education 11 (2011): 135, accessed March 26, 2016, doi: 
10.1080/15290824.2011.620937.135.
 Phillips-Fein, “How We Dance,” 135.10
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millions of viewers, however, carry specific risks where dance in popular culture primarily 
serves as a vehicle for entertaining, and not necessarily as a platform for educating audiences.”  11
This means, in turn, that Broomfield feels that dance in media should have an educational 
component to have lower risks as a vehicle for entertainment. Broomfield then continues on to 
make a very bold statement about dance and masculinity, “Perhaps no artistic form unsettles 
American masculinity more than the Western theatrical dance tradition.”  The reason 12
Broomfield brings this up is to tie in the idea to how masculinity is portrayed on dance television 
shows. What is shown on these shows definitely has an influence on many cross-sections of the 
population, from young dancers to dance professionals to novices with no dance knowledge or 
training. Therefore, how judges present or comment on topics has the ability to resonate with 
large groups of people, especially when viewership is in the millions for many of the dance tv 
shows on the air. Broomfield states: 
  Judges noticeably reference masculinity in a way that does not single out femininity,  
 whereas explicit references to female dancers rarely, if ever, make specific mention of  
 them not being feminine enough. On the contrary, female dancers— especially the winner 
 of Season 7, Lauren Froderman— are lauded for their expressive range. However, the  
 same range of expressivity is not extended to the male dancers who venture into territory  
 typically associated with the feminine; neither are they similarly rewarded.  13
This point about what judges choose to notice in male dancers versus female dancers can say to 
viewers what is valued in the practice and profession of dance, and if someone is not in the mold 
 Mark A. Broomfield, “Policing Masculinity and Dance Reality Television: What Gender 11
Nonconformity Can Teach Us in the Classroom,” Journal of Dance Education 11 (2011): 124, 
accessed March 26, 2016, doi: 10.1080/15290824.2011.622710.
 Broomfield, “Policing Masculinity,” 124.12
 Broomfield, “Policing Masculinity,” 125.13
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or criteria of what is important, then they will likely not be successful. Broomfield takes it a step 
further, criticizing the authenticity of some genres of dance, “American contemporary dance 
becomes a staged public relations campaign, so to speak, of how to present and represent men in 
dance.”  While Broomfield’s article mostly discusses gender and masculinity discrepancies and 14
representation on dance television shows, his points speak highly to how issues are presented and 
thereby exert influence on the public that can be lasting in a young dancer’s life and career. 
 Kate Elswit’s article, “So You Think You Can Dance Does Dance Studies,” focuses solely 
on the “Cancer Dance” from Season 5 Episode 18, aired on July 22, 2009. This episode alone 
had 7.3 million viewers. The contemporary piece, performed by Melissa Sandvig and Ade 
Obayomi, was choreographed by Emmy-winning choreographer Mia Michaels. Elswit was not 
as impressed as the judges and the audience by this dance, to say the least. Elswit took issue with 
the fact that So You Think You Can Dance tells audiences how to feel by the way they present 
and frame their different segments. This includes the behind-the-scenes segments as well, not 
just the dances and feedback, “Judges guide the public on how to view the performances, 
because that is ultimately more important than how they individually understand the dance, 
because the show and results hang on audience votes and participation.”  The “package” of pre-15
dance clips of rehearsals and videos, for instance, sets the audience up for how they should feel 
and understand what they are about to see, rather than giving the audience the opportunity to 
interpret it on their own. A key component of the show is that audience members make 
connections to the dances or the people, and that is part of what compels them to vote. However, 
 Broomfield, “Policing Masculinity,” 127.14
 Kate Elswit, “So You Think You Can Dance Does Dance Studies,” TDR: The Drama Review 56 15
(2012): 136, accessed March 26, 2016.
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it is not clear if the dancer’s connection to the choreography needs to be authentic to come off 
well on television. Often times, it does not, and the dancers end up putting on a character, so to 
speak. With the Cancer Dance, the same is true, “In the introductory clips, neither Sandvig nor 
Obayomi declare any personal associations to cancer survivors, but this lack of a personal story 
allows them to take on the roles Diorio has “written” for them.”  Elswit believes that there has 16
to be a story for the audience to relate to and therefore have an emotional response to. With the 
Cancer Dance, many of the judges’ feedback focused not on the technique of the dance, but their 
personal relation to someone with cancer, causing Elswit to state, “Movement on SYTYCD 
rarely exists for its own sake.”  While this makes it possible for some personal engagement 17
beyond just the movement, sometimes the theatrics cloud the dance itself and turn the show into 
a form of spectating and sport instead of an art form. 
 The last article examined is titled, “Dance as Portrayed in the Media,” by Sabrina D. 
Misirhiralall. Misirhiralall has a more positive view on the role that pop culture can have on the 
dance world and society. She states, “The media are forms of literacy that help the public sphere 
access knowledge and build the public’s knowledge construction of dance, yet the public sphere 
has the potential to influence the media’s knowledge construction of dance.”  Her perspective is 18
that the more people are exposed to dance, the more potential dance has to spread and affect the 
most people’s lives. People’s framework for dance is based on their amount and access of 
knowledge of what dance is. In the case of Dancing with the Stars, if an elderly person sees 
 Elswit, “So You Think You Can Dance Does Dance Studies,” 139.16
 Elswit, “So You Think You Can Dance Does Dance Studies,” 136.17
 Sabrina D. Misirhiralall, “Dance As Portrayed in Media,” Journal of Aesthetic Education 47 18
(2013): 72, accessed March 26, 2016.
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someone like them on the show, they may be inspired to get up and move more, which can 
improve ones health. With So You Think You Can Dance, it can teach young dancers that if they 
continue to train and work hard, they can have a chance of being on the show and being 
successful in the professional dance world. 
 All of these articles show how across the board the scholarship is on pup culture and 
dance television shows and movies. Some have extremely negative views, such as Cardinal’s 
analysis of Dance Moms, while some take a more positive approach, like Misirhiralall’s ideas 
about pop culture and dance as a whole. While these articles were somewhat difficult to find, I 
believe they show a solid foundation for further study of dance in tv and movies. 
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PART 2: SURVEY 
 For the second part of this project, I wanted to survey the opinions of Loyola Marymount 
University students on how they thought dance on television and movies affects the perception of 
the practice and profession of dance. This survey was sent out to the LMU Dance Department, 
my residents in Desmond Hall, and members of my sorority, Pi Beta Phi. I received a total of 88 
responses, which was overwhelmingly more than I had expected. My mentor, Jill Nunes-Jensen, 
helped tremendously with formulating the questions. Below are screenshots of the questions in 
order, as of April 26, 2016. The television shows and movies mentioned are So You Think You 
Can Dance, Step Up (any of the films), Dance Moms, Center Stage, Breaking Pointe, Dancing 




 As is evidenced by the screenshots, most of the participants in the survey were female, 
but the distribution between dancers and non-dancers was mostly even. It was not surprising that 
most of the participants watch these shows and movies primarily on a television as opposed to a 
computer or phone, though with the rise of Netflix and online streaming services, I could see this 
statistic shifting, even in the next five years. It was also not surprising that viewership has 
increased in the past couple of years as well. This could be due to many contributing factors, one 
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main one being that when these shows or movies were newer or more relevant, the age group of 
participants in this survey are now of college age and are likely busier than they used to be or 
have other commitments during the time that the shows and movies are aired. What is interesting 
to note, is that while two years ago only ten percent of participants watched none of the shows or 
movies listed, and that number is currently up to sixty percent. While the secondary articles from 
the first section of this thesis leaned toward dance being negatively perceived in the media, 
almost seventy percent of survey respondents felt that the shows and movies listed reflect 
positively on the practice and profession of dance. With the last question, we see a true bell curve 
on the scale, with forty-five people giving a score of five or lower and forty-three people giving a 
score of 6 or higher.  
 Another question in this survey—though not able to be shown in a screenshot—was: 
“What are some characteristics of dancers that are replayed in these films and tv shows?” The 
answer was open-ended, allowing participants to freely share their answer. Many of the answers 
included both positive and negative connotations. The former included words such as “hard 
working,” “dedicated,” “competitive,” “strong work ethic,” “passionate,” “creative,” and 
“athletic,” among others. The latter included words such as, “overly-competitive,” “skinny,” 
“desperate,” “overdramatic,” “snobbish,” “perfectionists,” among others. Along with different 
words used to describe these shows, some participants wrote more lengthy answers, which reveal 
a lot about the stereotypes that are perpetuated through these shows and movies. Some included, 
“sacrifice of artistry to satisfy the commercial aspect of entertainment,” “I don't think these 
shows communicate the level of intelligence it requires to be a dancer,” “The mean dance 
teacher, the overbearing mother, the stressed student,” “It reinforces a limited shelf-life, youth 
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focused temporary job rather than a profession.......with a history, multi-dimensional framework 
that has possibilities for a life-time career……” These answers came from both dancers and non-
dancers, and therefore can be implied that a wide variety of a population can see the negative 
effects that the way these shows are perceived have on people. 
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PART 3: INTERVIEW WITH LAUREN FRODERMAN 
 The last component of the thesis project was an interview with the Winner of So You 
Think You Can Dance Season 7, Lauren Froderman. On the show, she won $250,000 and became 
sponsored by Gatorade. After winning So You Think You Can Dance, she went on tour before 
attending Loyola Marymount University, where she graduated from in 2015. She has had 
numerous dance jobs, both on the stage and the screen. 
 I first asked Lauren what her motivations were for auditioning for the show, and whether 
or not she had any preconceived notions or expectations going into the process. She stated that 
she auditioned because a friend encouraged her to, but then that friend did not show up to the 
audition, so it was just her there. She never thought she was at the level of people they would 
accept. She had cheer nationals that weekend in Disneyland and would already be in the Los 
Angeles area, so it was convenient for her. Her Mom came out to chaperone and drive her to the 
audition. She was the very last person to sign up for pre-audition, when the producers were about 
to close the line. Her past experiences with the show included watching the first season, as Nick 
Lazzarini—the winner—had taught master classes at her studio. She stopped watching when 
season 2 came around because she had no time with dance, gymnastics, cheerleading,and school. 
She stated that she remembered feeling like, “Why are these people teaching classes? Who are 
they?” and finds this funny because now she is one of those people. She “stigmatized people who 
came from that show, ‘cause [she] never realized how hard it was ‘cause [she]never watched it.”  
 Froderman grew up loving dance, and until about the age of fourteen, hoped to dance 
professionally as a career. She stated that other competitors “sucked the fun out of it” for her, and 
that she can be competitive with herself but does not like being competitive with others. She 
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thought she was too nice for the competitive world of dance and did not like the other girls’s 
attitudes. 
 I then asked Froderman to take me through the audition process of season 7, to get an 
idea of what is not shown on the final cut of each episode. First, dancers were separated by their 
respective styles at the pre-audition. Groups of 10 auditioned by style in front of the producer 
and other casting people. They were given directions to improvise for two 8-counts, then they all 
stood in a line and were either cut or given a ticket to move forward. Again, this portion was not 
televised. Froderman placed herself in the Contemporary/Jazz group, but ended up auditioning 
with the other Jazz dancers. Some hopefuls had been there since 8 am. Froderman showed up 
around 4 pm and was lucky enough to be able to audition right away because of the order of the 
groups. This meant that she only had to warm up once before dancing, instead of others where 
they may have had to keep their bodies ready to dance for the entire day. Once Froderman 
auditioned, the main producer looked at her directly, but kept walking, and then came back and 
gave her a ticket. Froderman said that she later learned that this particular producer loved playing 
mind games with contestants. 
 Then, Froderman went to the other producers to do her behind-the-scenes interview. She 
mentioned that she was in California for a cheer competition, and even though Froderman was 
primarily a highly skilled dancer, the producers stuck to the fact that she was a cheerleader who 
just happened to try out for the show. She stated: 
 …my story became how I was a “cheerleader,” and it’s so funny because a lot of people  
 who don’t know me, like, misconstrue and they think that I was just some cheerleader  
 who decided to try out for So You Think You Can Dance. They have no idea I was  
 dancing for 18 years….It’s all about…not everybody that watches it is a dancer and  
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 understands the art of it so they need to be captured by the story, like, by something to  
 emotionally pull people or interest them. 
After that, she was finished for that day. She was told to come back on Sunday at 8 am, where 
everyone had to do another two 8-counts of improvisation in groups of 10, this time in front of 
the television judges, though this part was still not filmed. People were cut from there, which 
was difficult for Froderman, even though she was not cut, “That one was really hard to watch as 
a dancer, because they intentionally keep bad people for that aspect of the audition. You can 
totally see when you’re watching these small handfuls of people….Essentially ‘cause they get so 
excited that they passed and in your mind you’re like ‘Wait, am I one of those people?” After this 
cut, the remaining contestants performed their solos that are seen on tv. Before the solo, however, 
there is another behind the scenes interview. This is where Froderman noted an instance of the 
producers tailoring the footage they got to present a certain perception of her to the viewers. In 
the first take of her interview, she stated that her solo was, “kind of sexy, kind of not.” However, 
once she performed her solo, the producers made her reshoot the interview, telling her, “You’re 
gonna come and say that it’s really sexy.” Though Froderman said the producers never fed her 
exact lines, they did prompt their questions in a way so as to get a certain response. Froderman 
felt lucky that she was portrayed as her real self, because she commented that other contestants 
were presented in a completely different light from who they really were. 
 In Vegas week, this is where Froderman felt that she was really featured on the show 
more. The main producer said, “The camera’s your best friend. Like, be in the camera as much as 
possible because that’s how you’re going to get on TV.” Froderman took this to heart, “I didn’t 
have to be anybody but myself which was nice because I know a lot of people that put on this 
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character and this persona and that more than anything drained them during the show because I 
just got to be my weird self and was able to replenish and keep going.” However, it was not all 
that easy during Vegas week. Sometimes, the choreographers had a difficult time with the camera 
presence, but they also appreciated it because it was exposure for the. Froderman stated that the 
Choreographers had a hard time teaching the dances with the cameras rolling because the 
contestants would constantly be goofing off, trying to get the attention of the camera. Froderman 
gave an idea of the time commitment of a typical week of rehearsals: 
 We’d have two hours with the camera people, and that’s including, like, the interviews so, 
 it would be like, an hour and twenty with the camera, and then 40 minutes interviewing  
 all of us. Then we’d have 4 hours the next day to finish the whole piece and like, perfect  
 it as much as possible. Then when we did it with the all-stars we got 4 extra hours just the 
 two of us together to keep rehearsing, and that was usually a little more playful, ‘cause  
 they just realized we’d been dancing for so long. Usually towards the end we’d have 2 or  
 3 pieces so we had 12 hour rehearsals every day. You’d learn them the one day with  
 camera, and then the next day you’d have the rehearsals, and then the day after that you’d 
 have to have it perfect because we’d do camera, like the shots and stuff. 
 My next question to Froderman focused on Maddie Ziegler, thirteen year-old star of 
Dance Moms, and soon-to-be-judge on Season 13 of So You Think You Can Dance. Froderman 
spoke candidly of her opinion of Ziegler’s capacity as a judge on the show, and what this means 
for the future of So You Think You Can Dance. I asked Froderman how she would have 
responded to Ziegler hypothetically being a judge on her season, “I can tell you right now I 
would have been highly insulted and irritated if she was a judge on my season. You can have a 
lot of experience but until you’re actually, like, mature or with like literal biological age, there is 
just so much that you don’t understand and you don’t know.” However, Froderman felt there 
were some pros to her being a judge for younger contestants, and that it can help the show, since 
ratings have declined in recent seasons. Froderman stated, “…I think it’ll be good for the 
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younger kids to have a peer….they’ll probably be very intimidated by her, especially if they are 
close to her age, just with everything she’s done. But at the end of the day she’s had a similar 
experience from them so it could be, like a bonding thing with both of them being a reality talent 
tv type show.” Froderman also spoke on the changes that would have to happen now that the 
show is featuring younger contestants, and that there are some things that happened on her 
season that could not happen with younger participants. “…what we went through, there is no 
frigging way that they would allow a kid to go through that. Like it was so physically exhausting, 
every season people were hospitalized. There’s just no way that it could be to that level, and 
they’re also limited with the kind of stories they could do now that it’s children.” We discussed 
whether or not the show was trying to bring aboard some of the current and past Dance Moms 
fans, since that has continued to be successful, but Froderman felt that this new format for So You 
Think You Can Dance will be reaching out to a different audience entirely, though they will be 
capitalizing on the success of Dance Moms with Ziegler as a judge. Though she does not think 
this is the best direction for the show to go, she still supports it, “I have to support that because 
the more that dance is relevant, the more I have a chance to keep working.” This ties back to the 
articles that stated the benefits of dance on television and movies because it gives dance a large 
amount of exposure to people who otherwise may not have sought out dance. 
 One of my last topics for Froderman involved discussing her life after the show and how 
the show has influenced her career. Froderman emphasized how grateful she is for the show: 
  I owe that show for giving me dance back and for allowing me to realize that it was one  
 of my passions, or still was I should say. Before Dance Moms…and before like,   
 Instagram allowed for people to know about dancers in the competition world…I traveled 
 all over and I was, like, known by people I didn’t know because I’d win and I’d do well  
 and they’d be like, ‘Oh, you’re Lauren Froderman.’…it was nice to hear like, ‘Oh my  
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 god, I voted for you,’ and to see face to face somebody who loves something that I just  
 inherently love doing so much that they picked up a phone and dialed a number for me.  
 That was really special. 
 In her career, Froderman has taught and choreographed all over the country and the 
world, and a lot of that is due to name recognition. She feels that being on the show has given her 
credibility when it comes to booking jobs, but also actually has the talent to back up her name. 
However, Froderman sees how her win has had some negative drawbacks in how other 
professional dancers perceive her. Many see it as an easy ticket to success or a “cheat code,” per 
se. 
 I closed by asking Froderman how she felt So You Think You Can Dance presents an 
accurate view of the practice and profession of dance. Froderman believes that the show does a 
good job of showing how hard dance is and some of the struggles that go into being successful. 
Because of the show, Froderman feels she is prepared for any dance job, since being on So You 
Think You Can Dance was such a fast-paced and challenging experience. In the future, 




 Dance has been on television and movies for decades. However, pop culture influences 
and the emergence of dance competition shows are something that have taken hold of society and 
are shaping how both dancers and non-dancers feel about dance. Whether a scholar, a student, 
non-dancer, or a professional who comes from winning a dance show, the consensus is that dance 
on screen means exposure for a multi-faceted art form. However, what is presented on screen can 
be manipulated by the desire for drama, awards, and higher ratings and numbers of viewers. 
These influences can take hold in people, thereby giving them a singular idea of what dance is 
based on what they have seen on screen. This dichotomy of dance gaining exposure in the media, 
yet not always being able to control what is presented, I believe will continue to be present in 
dance shows and television for many years to come. With the media and dance always changing, 
the perceptions people have about dance now will likely not be the same in a year, five years, or 
even ten years from now. One can only hope though, that the positive attributes from the survey 
responses—hard work, determination, and grace—remain in dance, no matter how it is perceived 
and presented in the media. 
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REFLECTION ESSAY: 
 In thinking about what I wanted to do for my Thesis Project at the end of my junior year, 
I kept drawing blanks. I knew what I did not want to do— a performance, choreography, or 
certification thesis. That left me with a research thesis, but again, I was drawing a blank on what 
specifically to research. I intended to do a thesis project that could incorporate my interests in 
law and the entertainment industry, and that is the idea that got me started on this lengthy project. 
Originally, I contemplated expanding on a paper I completed in Jill Nunes-Jensen’s Dance 
History course, where I focused on the question, “Is Ballet Dead?” through examining Matthew 
Bourne’s Swan Lake versus a traditional Petipa version. I thought about seeing how ballet is not 
“dead” in today’s society, but rather, reinventing itself and becoming more inclusive in terms of 
race, storyline of choreography, and body type. I met with Jill at the end of my first semester of 
Senior year and brought this idea to her. Instead of going with the “Is Ballet Dead?” idea, we 
came up with an entirely different project. We discussed my interest in law and the entertainment 
industry, and how I had a connection with Lauren Froderman, the winner of season 7 of So You 
Think You Can Dance. I left the meeting knowing I would work on a thesis combining dance and 
the entertainment industry, but it was not until a few weeks later that more of the ideas started 
formulating in my head and coming together. 
 As a dance artist, I learned over my four years at LMU that I do not have to be a 
professional dancer to have dance in my life. A lot of that came through my growth and 
development in Roz Leblanc-Loo’s Modern V class. Coming into LMU I thought I would end up 
dancing as a career and going to Law School later on. Around halfway through my junior year I 
began to realize that being a lawyer was what I really wanted to do, but I thought that meant 
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completely giving up dance. This was something that was extremely difficult for me to go 
through, I had a crisis of identity, so to speak. I have been dancing for 17 years, and to all of a 
sudden come to the conclusion that dance would not be the main part of my career made me 
question everything. I then came to research more about entertainment law and after a lot of 
reflection, realized that I can still love dancing and appreciate watching dance, including 
incorporating it into my law career. 
 I had a really difficult time thinking of how I wanted to write this thesis past what the 
general topic was going to be. It honestly took weeks for me to brainstorm the three-part 
component of the thesis. I knew I would be so bored if I just researched articles and wrote about 
that. Jill helped me come up with the idea of the survey in one of our early meetings. We emailed 
back and forth about questions for the survey. Since I am not a psychology major or have never 
done a survey in an official capacity, I was not sure where to start. That is where the idea about 
perception came in. I knew I was not going to be getting any facts from the survey, I just wanted 
a lot of people’s opinions. Once we were settled on what the questions would be, I got it 
approved to send out to the Dance Department. It was incredible watching the survey blow up 
with responses. I decided to also send it to my Residence Hall and my sorority, to get different 
cross-sections of the student body. Getting eighty-eight responses for the survey was absolutely 
overwhelming and so many more than I had originally expected. I was so fascinated reading all 
of the responses and to hear answers to the questions I had been asking myself in my head for 
weeks. I did not judge any of the responses, whether people thought dance in media was a 
negative or positive thing, I was simply wowed by the different thoughts everyone had and 
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humbled that they felt so honest to share them in this survey. Seeing those survey responses was 
a big factor that got me more excited about this project. 
 I had the most difficult time finding articles. Jill advised me to use articles from only the 
last five years at the most, to make sure they were current and relevant. This led me on the hunt 
to find the needle in the haystack, so to speak. I worked at the library for two years, so I thought I 
knew how to work the databases fairly well. I was discouraged when my searches turned up with 
articles that were so off base from what I wanted. Then, when I was home for Easter Break, I 
thought I would give the search another try. I did not think that I did anything different in my 
search, but all of a sudden it was like I struck gold. I found what seemed like almost thirty 
articles, and then feverishly began scanning and skimming them, eliminating ones that were off 
base. When I ended up with nine strong and relevant articles, my sense of relief was 
unexplainable. I was worried that if I did not find secondary research, that there was no way my 
project could have any sort of validity. 
 Lastly, my interview with Lauren Froderman was like the cherry on top of the thesis 
project. First, I have known Lauren for the past three years, because I—unbeknownst to me—
joined the same sorority as her a year after she did. I had watched her season of the show and 
loved her, but did not want her to think I only wanted to be friends with her because of that. So 
for three years, I never talked to her about the show. We bonded over dance through the annual 
Greek Life Lip Sync competition, but still never breached the topic of So You Think You Can 
Dance. I felt better about that, deep down, because I knew that our friendship was formed on 
bonds of values and shared interests, rather than me being her fan. When I thought of this 
component of the thesis though, I hoped she would agree to sit down for an interview, to which 
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she graciously did. We got coffee together and I got to pick her brain and nerd out about the 
whole experience. It was so fulfilling for me to have the answers to all the questions I had in my 
head from the past three years. To be fair, my parents are fans of hers as well so I got to share 
with them what I learned from her. The interview with her seemed like such a perfect 
combination of the first two parts of my thesis. Lauren is a trained dancer like many of the 
people who took my survey, and is a college graduate who has studied dance extensively like 
many of the authors of the articles I researched. What was special about her was that she was 
someone I could talk to in person who had not only participated in a dance show, but gone 
through the entire process and won the whole thing. With only twelve seasons of So You Think 
You Can Dance on the air, I felt so lucky to know her and to be able to have that opportunity for 
her contribution to my thesis. 
 Looking back, if I could have done anything differently, I wish I would have been more 
well trained from a Psychology professor or student on how to properly conduct a survey like 
mine. I also would have liked to meet with a film major and maybe watch some dance television 
shows and movies and describe some of the finer filming elements in them that could have 
contributed to my project. Overall though, I really feel so satisfied with the project and how the 
three parts of it came together. 
 From not knowing what I wanted to execute for my thesis, to having an almost forty-page 
finished product is absolutely amazing to me. It is a testament to my education in the dance 
program and how much I have learned over these past four years. This project feels extremely 
fulfilling because I know it is a hundred percent of what I wanted, and that I was the driver of my 
own bus for this project, so to speak. It was a little bit scary and overwhelming at times, knowing 
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I had to set deadlines for myself and make sure everything was getting done, but that makes me 
so much prouder knowing that I had all this in me and was able to articulate it into a full-fledged 
thesis. In the future, I would love to somehow incorporate my entertainment law career into 
dance and maybe work with dancers or dance television shows or movies specifically, just to see 
the other side of the process and how these productions get presented the way they do. 
 After graduation, I will begin at Southwestern Law School in June. Located in Los 
Angeles, Southwestern has an incredible Entertainment Law program and a multitude of 
connections with alumni and other studios and entertainment law firms. I was given the 
opportunity to be a part of Southwestern’s SCALE program, which means completing law school 
in two years, instead of the traditional three years. Though this will be an intense academic 
challenge, I am so looking forward to having one singular focus. In college, I have worked two 
different jobs, been a Resident Advisor for two years, been involved in my sorority for four years
—including a year in an Executive Board position, participated on the Mock Trial team for two 
years, performed in almost ten different dance performances both on and off campus, and 
completed a double degree. I have learned how to juggle immense amounts of schoolwork with 
rehearsals and other extracurriculars, and this has helped me find my passions. Through LMU’s 
culture of the “magis,” I have tried to do as much as I can at LMU that sets my heart on fire. 
Though it will be an adjustment to simplify my life and become more academically focused for 
the next two years- I see it as an exciting challenge and know that all of this hard work will pay 
off when I am a successful entertainment lawyer. 
 In a year, I will have just finished my first year of the SCALE program. Hopefully I will 
still be healthy and sane, and not connected to an IV of coffee. I will be preparing to start a 
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summer externships, and possibly taking an extra class or two to continue to specialize in 
entertainment law. 
 In five years, I will have finished law school, passed the Bar, and will have been a 
practicing lawyer for close to three years. I do not know if I want to work with a big firm, or with 
a movie studio or some sort of entertainment company, but as long as I am in the industry I know 
I will have contacts from law school and LMU to help me move up the ladder in my career. 
 In ten years, I hope to not only be stable in my job—and be more than a junior or first-
year associate—but to also be married and have a family. I have always had the mindset that I 
can have it all, it just may not be easy work. I believe that I can have a family and kids and a 
great job and a nice place to live and the opportunity to help others and do things for myself as 
well. Call it the American Dream, or the Jenny Dream, but I know whatever I do in life over the 
next ten years, my happiness is the ultimate priority. 
 There are so many experiences at LMU and in the Dance Department that have 
contributed to not only this project, but to who I am as a person and the growth I have seen in 
myself over the last four years. I was going through old papers at home over Easter Break and 
found a message from Judy Scalin to First Year Dance Majors. Reading her words again were so 
powerful and so motivational, showing me that I am truly not the same person I was when I 
began my journey at LMU. Judy said, “Unless your Heart is involved in learning, what you are 
studying and experiencing cannot find its way to the “real” you. It will be up to you to open your 
Heart, give from your Heart, and receive through your Heart.” Looking back, everything that I 
have done at LMU has been with my Heart. My friendships, my jobs, my dancing, my passions, 
my classes, have all been determined through my Heart. Being at LMU has also taught me about 
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the meaning of a Jesuit education, and that goes so much further than our mission statement. 
Something that has stuck with me over the last four years is a prayer by Father Pedro Arrupe, 
which connects to Judy’s writings about the Heart as a guide: 
 Nothing is more practical than finding God, than falling in Love in a quite absolute, final  
 way. What you are in love with, what seizes your imagination, will affect everything. It  
 will decide what will get you out of bed in the morning, what you do with your evenings,  
 how you spend your weekends, what you read, whom you know, what breaks your heart,  
 and what amazes you with joy and gratitude. Fall in Love, stay in love, and it will decide  
 everything. 
Sometimes I would replace the word God with Love, or Dance, or Life, but not always. I 
wholeheartedly believe in the power of this prayer as it has guided me to places I never thought I 
could go and experiences I never imagined for myself over these past four years. To say I have 
been transformed as a whole person by LMU, and in part, the Dance Department, is just a small 
way to say how incredibly thankful and grateful I am for the last four years of what has been the 
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